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ALL MEDIA CHANNELS OFFER 
INTERACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES TO  
DRIVE CONNECTION  

Let’s not beat around the bush, marketing is in a spiral as brands and agencies figure out empathetic 

and creative ways to connect with customers during this global pandemic. But brands who stop all 

marketing often suffer long term as they are not prepared to jump back in quick enough when 

pressure starts to ease.  

Luckily, we live in a moment when connection 

matters more than ever and the platforms and 

technologies supporting our bonds are more 

varied than in the past. 

Prior to the pandemic, experiential served 

as the primary answer to consumer’s 
preference for experience-driven 

advertising over direct messaging and 

consumption. Now more than ever, it’s 

important to keep in mind that all media 

channels have become increasingly 

participatory and offer innovative, 

interactive opportunities. 

  

Take for example non-linear video content, OOH 

augmented reality billboards, retail as modular 
spaces for community and brand building, social 

media facilitating live connection, and deeply 

immersive, spectacle-based events. 

While livestream platforms and ‘virtual events’ have been largely presented as the way to adapt 

experiential marketing initiatives in this time of uncertainty, we as an industry should think 

holistically and continue to push the boundaries of how people engage with spaces, content, digital, 

and most importantly, each other. 

Here at dotdotdash, we are maintaining an experience-design lens, focusing on ways to leverage 

niche, yet proven technologies and platforms in ways that drive connection. 

dotdotdash.io
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THINK BEYOND CONSUMPTION — 
CREATE CONTENT THAT TRANSFORMS 
VIEWERS INTO PARTICIPANTS  

01. NON-LINEAR NARRATIVE DIGITAL EXPERIENCES & FILMS  
 

While everyone’s existing backlog is likely full of shows and films they haven’t had 

time to consume, there’s a huge opportunity to jump that list through interactive 

content that engages viewers in new and participatory ways. Choose your own 

adventure, game-engine based storytelling and multi-channel/cross-device 

chronicle experiences are perfect for an audience looking for novelty in their day to 

day lives.  

And think beyond film and game content. DJ & Musician Porter Robinson recently 

released his latest album, Nurture, as a non-linear 

interactive virtual experience. 

 
REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

KINOAUTOMAT: ONE MAN AND HIS HOUSE 

MY ONE DEMAND 

HER STORY GAME 

BLACK MIRROR — BANDERSNATCH  

PORTER ROBINSON — NURTURE  

02. VIRTUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

Everything from live and on-demand workouts to quarantine cooking shows are popping into Google 
Trends. WFH fashion advice and how-to thrive while being in isolation content is on the rise. 

Scheduled PowerPoint slams and virtual happy hours are popping up all over the world.  

Smart brands will use experience design, structured thinking and emotional triggers to bring people 

into larger virtual communities where we are there to make ourselves and those around us better, 
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healthier and less alone. This is a prime opportunity for 

brands to stick to what they do well in terms of their 

industry.  

Are you a personal finance brand? Hold online chats to 

let people know how to cope with dwindling 401Ks. A 

global or local hospitality company? Use empty 

restaurants and hotel rooms to talk about everything 

from how to make your bed to the secrets of craft 

cocktails. 

Answer questions, engage with your customers and 
plan out your story, every day or every week. People are 

asking for help, and eagerly engaging in opportunities. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

JENNYKNITS 

THE CLASS 

MASTERCLASS  

KITCHEN QUARANTINE 

THE STOCK GUY 

 

BEND REALITY — 
UTILIZE AR, VR, AND 
XR PLATFORMS TO 
BOOST ENGAGEMENT 
AND INNOVATION 
POSITIONING 

03. IN-HOME VR 

dotdotdash.io

https://www.twitch.tv/jennyknits/video/560918372
https://theclass.com/
https://www.masterclass.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L97g6xcGYgg
https://www.twitch.tv/thestockguy
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Between Oculus Quest and PS4 there are millions of all-in-one room scale virtual reality devices that 

consumers already own, and quantities will only increase as people look to invest in more 

sophisticated in-home entertainment.  

There is opportunity to create social experiences that 

bring together both intimate parties and millions of 

individuals simultaneously, as well as real-time 

narrative-driven content where participants have 

complete agency over an experience, positioning them 

as the hero of your brand story. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

THE HIDDEN WORLDS OF NATIONAL PARKS (360) 

OCULUS QUEST 

FACEBOOK HORIZON 

JOB SIMULATOR 

VR CHAT  

04. WEB AR 

Many have experienced the wonders of AR with creative lenses 
and filters on social platforms. A new development in mobile 

browsers is the advent of web based AR. Web AR completely 

removes previous audience engagement barriers, which required 

you to download an app.  

With mobile browsers now allowing access to the device hardware 

required for AR experiences, audiences can immediately engage 

with a new dimensional reality. This milestone in hardware access 

and advances afford customized brand stories far exceeding 

puppy ears.  

Real-world environments can be augmented or completely 
transport viewers to entirely new worlds. Product benefit 

visualizations can take place in your living room while retail 

purchasing experiences can appear in your closet. 

dotdotdash.io

https://artsandculture.withgoogle.com/en-us/national-parks-service/parks
https://www.oculus.com/quest/
https://www.oculus.com/blog/introducing-facebook-horizon-a-new-social-vr-world-coming-to-oculus-quest-and-the-rift-platform-in-2020/?locale=en_US
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/3235570703151406/?locale=en_US
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/1856672347794301
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REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

CAPABILITIES OF AR WITH IPAD LIDAR SCANNER 
 
GOOGLE WEB AR 

MAC PRO WEB AR PREVIEW 

BEST WEB AR EXAMPLES 

MILLER LITE 

05. MIXED REALITY BROADCAST 

A blend of real physical space and digital elements 

which interplay and respond in real time, consider this 

canvas as an attractive format for product launches, 

media presentations, and virtual retail/hospitality 

walkthroughs. Mixed Reality stages are an entertaining, theatrical and 

performance driven broadcast medium that brands should strongly 

consider utilizing for releases, announcements, events, or an ongoing 

content series. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

THE WEATHER CHANNEL 

MANDALORIAN 

CBC 

NFL 

VMAs 

06. 3D WEB 

Powerful IDEs like Babylon.js, three.js, and PlayCanvas have 

streamlined the development of WebGL apps. These tools enable 
visually stunning, interactive 3D experiences across devices.  

Taking advantage of hardware input mechanisms such as your camera, microphone, device 

orientation (on mobile), mouse or keyboard (desktop), a world of possibilities for unique interfacing 

with narratives, games, and stories are now possible. Multi-dimensional exploration, complex data 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGBWvSxlAbM&t=45s
https://9to5google.com/2020/03/31/how-to-be-a-tiger-king-google-3d-ar-object/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUnxzVOs3rk&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgaaLgf0Bcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7e3Oww0VnE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Faha7X68OjI
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organization / display or strictly entertainment or art 

driven experiences are now possible.  

Everyday developers are pushing the boundaries of these 

web technologies and it is opening up opportunities for 

brands to consider how to create playful and visually 

forward digital experiences at scale. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

CHROME EXPERIMENTS 

THREE.JS 

ZEN.LY 

PAPER PLANES 

RENAULT 

GET SOCIAL — AMPLIFY AND EXTEND 
SOCIAL PLATFORMS AND 
RELATIONSHIPS TO TURN YOUR 
FOLLOWING INTO A COMMUNITY 

07. EXPERIENCE-BASED 
INFLUENCER MARKETING 

One natural experiential extension is to 

enhance influencer, celebrity and company 

talent with unique creative environments 

and social/visual technologies to bring 
their followers into dynamic worlds. From 

microcontrollers to pico projectors — 

hardware small enough to fit in our 

pockets, and sensors that are less than $10 

dotdotdash.io

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/collection/chrome
https://threejs.org/
https://zen.ly/
https://paperplanes.world/
https://renaultespace.littleworkshop.fr/
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which can log touch, proximity and orientation — there’s opportunities to develop tech-forward, 

interactive seeding kits. This can manifest in unique product and service ‘drops’ to fully branded 

destinations. Both Under Armour and Ivy Park (adidas) 

used design, mystery and relationship to launch new lines, 

while Fenty Beauty created a fully branded house and 

imported TikTok stars to create from there. Axe Bodyspray 

teamed up with FaZeClan to help select and train new 

gamers into the FaZe universe and bring their audience 

along for the ride via Twitter, Instagram and Twitch. Human 

connection is essential during this time and letting people 
experience life through the eyes of another can create 

deeper bonds to brands. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

UA RUSH SEEDING KIT 

IVY PARK 

TIKTOK DRONE 

08. LIVE STREAMS 

From LinkedIn to Instagram Live, 

Fortnite to Facebook, we are 

seeing an opportunity to level-up 

the streamed experience. Both 

working with platforms directly or 

creatively hacking existing outlets, 

live streams do not have to just be 

a talking head. In the simplest 
form, brands can use their offices, 

retail and factory backgrounds to 

showcase how they are adjusting 

to the current scenario. Brand partnerships can be extended to virtual communities, having 1:1 

conversations on Zoom between your celebrity, influencer or design partners create commonality as 

we all tune in and see we are in this together. We can push the limits of what the platforms allow and 

see where we can natively insert connection. When Marshmello played a DJ set in Fortnite, 10 million 

dotdotdash.io

https://vimeo.com/331126568/4cec0787f5
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people tuned in. Lizzo played flute and did a guided 

meditation for 2.2 million people on her IG Live — 

Peloton or Equinox, you should reach out to her. Finally, if you want 

to own the steam, Brightcove or Dacast allow for thousands or 

simultaneous viewers via a simple player on your webpage. Add some 

VFX and you have a virtual production studio at your fingertips. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

DJ D-NICE 

MARSHMELLOW FORTNITE 

LIZZO GUIDED MEDITATION 

BANDIER: FREE WORKOUTS 

A COLORS STREAM 

NEW FORMAT OPPORTUNITIES —  
THOUGHT STARTERS FOR 
EXPERIMENTATION 

09. REMOTELY CONTROLLED INSTALLATIONS 

While interactive installations IRL may 

move away from being tangibly 

interactive for the foreseeable future, 

there are ways to drive interactivity and 
contribution from things like a personal 

mobile interface activated by location, or 

a remote web page from anywhere in the 

world. Users can control cameras, drones,  

robots, RC devices and more to travel 

through creative environments. 

Additionally, fixed cameras can record 

structures and sculptures that people 
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https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/d-nices-club-quarantine-is-what-you-need
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBsCzN-jfvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZjU_WnJabM
https://www.instagram.com/bandier/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4lxQlNyjY0
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around the world can add their imprint on. 

Whether it be a selfie, a message, a lighting 

look or another triggered response, allow them 

to make their mark on your world through 

creative technology. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

MINIATUR WONDERLAND 

XOXO.SUPPORT 

JEEP COMPLEXCON 

HAPTICS & REMOTE CONTROLLED HANDS 

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE  

10. THIRD LIFE 

For decades there have been 

platforms allowing people to 

engage, remix, interact and create 

in virtual worlds. While we are not 

yet at Ready Player One status, 
Second Life maintains relevance. 

Minecraft is still a robust and 

vibrant community. For all we 

know, Club Penguin is still 

banging. @lilmiquela and crew have 

gained massive support on 

Instagram, and the music charts. New online event platforms like Hopin and vFairs are being 

developed and should be explored. This is a time for creative experimentation and new forms 

of digital expression and connection. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

SECOND LIFE 

LIL MIQUELA 

HOPIN 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACkmg3Y64_s&t=202s
HTTP://XOXO.SUPPORT
https://vimeo.com/243227738
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/jeff-bezos-demos-haptic-feedback-231703572.html
https://www.adweek.com/creativity/leave-your-mark-on-bombay-sapphires-crowdsourced-art-project-by-guiding-a-robot-arm/
https://www.instagram.com/lilmiquela/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cp1kbxIZ8FQ&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4rwlQ7IA1U&t=82s
https://hopin.to/
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VFAIRS 

 

BONUS! AUDIO INTERFACES — LOOK 
BEYOND THE VISUAL BIAS TO DESIGN 
While the obvious route calls for barraging eyeballs with stimulus, look beyond the visual bias to 

design and don’t forget about the other senses and mediums at play. Audio driven experiences have 

the ability to create an alternate path to consumers through additional channels with various levels 

of exposure. Internet radio stations such 

as NTS and Dublab are providing 24/7 

streaming audio content through phones 

and computers while organizations like 

culture forward Juxtapoz and others are 

creating content specifically for the one 

hour radio show format. Meanwhile, 
Headspace is offering meditation to 

those looking for solace and podcast 

listening is on the rise. 

With the proliferation of home assistants, 

Alexa & Google Home, brands are sitting 

in consumers living rooms. Patron has an 

Alexa skill that will serve you up a fresh 

cocktail recipe on demand. For lifestyle 

brands, product focused teams or 

business forward enterprises, there is 
opportunity to drive engagement through 

long form and micro interactions via 

audio interfaces. 

REFERENCES / INSPIRATION 

AMAZON - RESISTANCE RADIO 

ASK PATRON 

HEADSPACE 

JUXTAPOS 
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https://www.vfairs.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Resistance-Radio-High-Castle-Album/dp/B06XBZDM5L
https://www.patrontequila.com/age-gate/age-gate.html?origin=/ask-patron.html
https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/16/21181773/headspace-free-health-care-provider-public-health
https://www.juxtapoz.com/radio-juxtapoz/
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NTS 

POST PANDEMIC — 
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY 

ULTRASOUND WAVES 

Proximity and gesture are 

non tangible inputs that 

people are familiar. While 

these are still 

underutilized to a certain 

extent as we are not living 

in the matrix, consider 

ULTRAHAPTICS - a plug 

and play module that can 

integrate virtual touch 
through haptic sensation 

to existing installations.  

TRANSPARENT DISPLAYS  

Consider shifting tablet-based augmented reality experiences to more passive AR 

experiences that have a lower barrier to entry to drive increased engagement. By 

utilizing TRANSPARENT DISPLAYS as a layer between a physical fixture and a viewer, 

in combination with forced perspective 3D content, you can create an AR experience 

that is hands off and arguably more magical.   

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAYS 

LOOKING GLASS is a an exciting holographic 

display designed for groups of people to 

experience 3D content from multiple angles 
at once. With the addition of gesture-based 

interaction and model annotations, people 

can explore virtual worlds and key product 

information in a way they have never before.  

https://www.nts.live/
https://www.ultraleap.com/haptics/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlB7nP0py_w
https://youtu.be/4IWO-tuRnBg?t=34
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DOTDOTDASH IS AN 
INNOVATION AGENCY  
SEAMLESSLY BLENDING THE 
PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL. 
WE CREATE MULTI-CHANNEL STRATEGIES CONNECTING BRANDS AND 
CONSUMERS THROUGH SHARED EXPERIENCE. 
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